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//-STRUCTURES ON PRODUCTS

ARTHUR  H.  COPELAND,  JR.

Abstract. This note outlines a technique for determining the

set of homotopy classes of /¿-structures on a product of //-spaces.

The technique is then applied to computing the number of H-

structures on 50(4).

1. Introduction. This note outlines a technique for determining the set

of homotopy classes of//-structures on a product A=A!XA2x- ■ -xXn

of //-spaces. This technique is then applied to computing the number of

//-structures on S0(4)=S0(3)xS3.

The technique may be summarized in the following statements.

(1) The set of homotopy classes of //-structures on A is in one-to-one

correspondence with the homotopy set [AaA; A].

(2) There are subcomplexes *=L0cL1<^- • •^L2n=XhX such that

the sequences Q-+[Lr/L^; A]-*-[Lr; A]->-[/.,._, ; A]-»0 are exact for r=l,

2, • • • , 2m.

(3) [Lr/Lr_j;A] is the direct product of the loops [A¿1A-•-aA^a

A^A- • -AAJa; A] with p, ^_ 1 and p+q=r.

(4) For any pointed space L, [L; X] is the direct product of the loops

[L; Xk] for k=l, 2, • ■ • , n.

Statement (4) is completely routine and (1) is essentially Theorem 5.5A

of [1]. Statements (2) and (3) are established in §2. Throughout this note

all spaces should be assumed to be CW-complexes of finite type.

As a corollary to the statements (l)-(4) above, one sees that the number

#[AaA; A] of products on A is the product of the numbers

#[A¿1 A • • • A X(v A Xh A • • • A XJQ; Xk].

2. Main results. We assume that each of the spaces Xk (k=1, 2, • • •, n)

is a path-connected, pointed CW-complex of finite type and has at least

one //-structure. As usual, * will be used ambiguously to denote base-

points. Let X=Xxx- ■ xXn and let <£:AxA->-AaA be the usual identi-

fication map. Suppose p, q are integers with l^p, q^n and that a=

(h, " * » Wi> " " " J«)is a G>+?)-tuple of integers with 1 =/,</2<- ■ -<»,á«
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and l^y'i<y2<- ■ -<jq^n. Such an a will be called admissible. Define

#oL=p+q and let Kx<=XAXbe the set of points <p(xlt • • ■ , x„, x[, • ■ ■ , x'n)

with xt=x¡=* except when i=iu • • • ,ip or j=ju ■ ■ ■ ,j„. Let Lr=

U {£a|#a=r} for r=2, 3, • • • , 2« and let L1=*=<f>(XvX). Note that

LjCJLjC- • •ci2n=ArAAr. Let M~a=Xhi\- • -aA^aA^a- ■ -aA*v

2.1 Lemma (James). 7/" F,, • ■ • , Ym are subcomplexes of Y and if

rt:Y~*Yi are retractions with rt(Yj)<z Yjfor all i and j, then F,U- • -\JYm

is retractile in Y [3, Lemma 3.1].

2.2 Lemma.   Ifr^s, then Lr is retractile in Ls.

Proof. In view of [8, Proposition (3.7)] it suffices to show each Lr is

retractile in XaX. But the projections

si   X  sí     ^ y\ ;    X"     '   X  si j    X  si ,■    X   ' ' '  X  si j

induce retractions XaX->Kx satisfying the hypothesis of James' Lemma.

2.3 Theorem.    The sequences

0 -> \Lr\Lr_x; X] - [L,; A"] -> [£r_i; X] -* 0

are exact for r=2, 3, ■ ■ ■ ,2n.

This is an immediate consequence of O'Neill's work [8, Theorems (3.3)

and (3.4)]. Note that if Ais the space of loops on an 77-space, then a result

of Eckmann and Hilton [2, Theorem 2.2] implies that these sequences

split.

2.4 Theorem. [LJL^x; X] is the direct product of the loops [Mx; X]

with #a=r.

Proof. It suffices to establish that £r/£r_1 = V{Mtt|#a=r}. But if

u.jtß are admissible r-triples, then KxC\KßczLr_v The result now follows

from the observation that Kx/(KxnLr_1)=Mx.

3.   Application to SO(4).

3.1 Theorem. The space X—S0(4) has 286-316 homotopy classes of

H-structures.

In the course of the proof it will be convenient to refer to the following

table of values of [S*£2; S3].

Table 3.2

k=        2       3 4 5 6789

[2*£2; S3] =       (2)     (4)    (2) + (2)    (2) + (2)    (4)     (2)     (1)     (2)
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The symbol (w) denotes the abelian group of integers modulo m, and +

denotes direct sums. The entries are readily deduced from the Appendix to

Chapter 12 of Hilton's book [4].

Proof of 3.1. We have X1=P3=SOi3), X2=S3. Note that since AaA

is simply-connected, [AaA; S3] is isomorphic to [AaA; A,] under the 2-

fold covering projection S3->-F3. Let

a = #[A, A A2 A A, a A2; S3] = #[S6 a P3 A P3; S3],

h = #[A, A Ai A A2; S3] = #[S3 A F3 A P3; S3],

b2 = #[A, A A2 a A2; S3] = #[S6 a P3; S3];

c1 = #[A1AA1;S3],

c2 = #[X1AX2;S3] = #[S3AP3;S3]   and

C3 = #[A2AA2;S3] = #rs6;S3];

then #[AaA; X]=a2b\blclc2c2¿. The evaluation of these numbers makes

repeated use  of Naylor's  theorem  that  S3aP3=ÍS3aP2)vS«   [6].  In

addition, we will use Table 3.2 several times in each calculation.

The value of a.

S% A P3 A P3 = US3 A P2) V 56) a ((S3 A P2) v S6).

Thus

a = #[S6 a P2 A P2; S3] • (#[,S9 A P2; S3])2 ■ #[S12; 5*].

The cofibration sequence of spaces

S1 —> S1 —>■ P2 —> S2 —>■ S2

f f
in which/ambiguously denotes maps of degree 2, induces the cofibration

sequence

27F2 —> Z7F2 —> S« A P2 A P2 —>■ 28F2 —> £8F2

/ /

and hence the exact sequence of groups

M-  [S'P2. 53J „-  r56 A p2 A p2. S3] <-  r28jp2. £3] „-

r r
The two outer groups are repetitions and have been omitted from the line

above. Since [27P2; S3]=Z2 and [28P2; S3]=0, both homomorphisms /*

are trivial, and #[S6aP2aP2; 53]=2.

On the other hand, #[29P2; 53]=2 and #[512; S3]=4. Thus a=25.

FAe value ofb1.

S3AP3AP3= US3 A F2) A S6) AP3 = iP2 AS3 A P3) V Ss A P3

= iS3 A F2 A P2) V (26F2) v (26F2) v S9.
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Thus b1=#[S3AP2AP2; 53]-(#[26£2; S3])2-#[S9; S3]. As before, we have

an exact sequence

«— [24£2; S3] <— [S3 A P2 A £2; S3] «— [25£2; S3] *—.

/* r
But [S4f2; 5^]^[S5£2; S3]^Z2+Z2, and /* is trivial on each of these.

This shows #[S3a£2a£2; S3]=24.

On the other hand #[£6£2; S3]=22 and #vr9(S3)=3, whence ¿>,=28-3.

The values ofb2, c,, c2 and c3.

b2 = #[S6 a £3; S3] = #[.S"i A £2; S3] ■ #[59; S3] = 22 • 3;

Cl = #[£3 a£3;53] = 28-3    [4];

c2 = #[S3 A £3; S3] = #[S3 A £2; S3]-#[A6; S3] = 4 • 12 = 24 • 3;

cs = #tt«(S3) = 22 • 3.

Thus #[AAA"; A]=286-316.

A similar calculation would show that S3xS3 has 220-316 homotopy

classes of 77-structures. This result was obtained earlier by Norman [7]

using Loibel's Theorem [5].
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